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Dean Acheson Will Interpret Breton Woods

The Hon. G. Acheson, Assistant Secretary of State, will address the Radcliffe College Assembly on Currier Avenue May 11 in Goodhart.

Dean Acheson was Chairman of the Breton Woods Conference last summer, after which plans were outlined for an international financial organization consisting of a stabilization fund and a bank for reparation payments. He is experienced in this field, having served as Under Secretary of State under Mr. Roosevelt, and as Ambassador to Great Britain, both at the time of the Washington Conference held in 1922 and 1923, when the understanding between the United States and Great Britain to prevent the re-minting of gold was reached. In 1932 he was appointed by Mr. Roosevelt to the United States delegation to the London Economic Conference, and was a member of the American delegation to the United States-Soviet trade negotiations in Moscow in 1933.

Dean Acheson is a member of the American Bar Association, the New York Bar Association, and the Bar Association of the District of Columbia. He was educated at Harvard College and Harvard Law School. From 1917 to 1922, Dean Acheson practiced law in New York City. He has continued up to the present time in private law practice in New York City, and has been President of the New York State Bar Association, National Bar Association, and Attorneys General's Association. He has been actively engaged in international law and affairs for many years.

M. Childs Discusses Serious Shortages of Europe’s Food

M. Childs, in an address to the War Alliance on May 11, said that the transition to the post-war economic situation will be linked up with the first time work. There is a rapid implementation of economic policies in Western Europe, with the rapid stabilization of the economy, and the rapid raise of living standards.

He said that Dean Acheson was “one of the most compassionate and understanding men in the world” and that he would be a great leader in the post-war world.

College Assembly Has Quiet, Solemn Aspect of Victory

V-E Day, formally announced to the world by President Roosevelt from his pulpit in Washington on V-E Day morning, was a sober and quiet victory at Bryn Mawr.

“Not only is there still much suffering in the rest of Europe, but we have a war of our own to be fought,” was one of the few remarks made by President Goodhart.

A radio on Goodhart stage brought Mr. Truman’s speech to the campus. After it was over, the news was read into the microphone. “V-E Day is also V-E Day here,” was the headline on the announcement.
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Bretton Woods

The War Assembly program this week is centered on Bretton Woods, most controversial of the three post-war problems yet discussed. Attempts to form international organizations for coordinated political action are within the experience or the knowledge of many of us, and their value, stability in the exchange market. The bankers declare that if the world's monetary gold stocks stored automatically and would tie the hands of the United States, while times have changed since the War Alliance program, should presage a continuation of this interest which bodes well for the future ajar of these countries.

V-E Day

The news of V-E Day came slowly, and there was time enough for serious thought about the implications of this momentous day in current history. We are all aware of the fact that there is still a war to be won and we are all conscious that we too must bear some part in that other battle.

Current Events

In a discussion devoted largely to the problems of Argentina and Poland, Miss Nepper discussed the Argentinean attitude towards her part in an international organization. Pointing out that our attitude toward Argentina has changed completely since the Act of Chapultepec, Miss Neppel proceeded to analyze the history of American - Argentinean relations in the last five years. Although Argentina officially informed the United States that she had complied in ridding her govern- ment of its strong Fascist elements, Miss Nepper called attention to the purgation of liberals these days ago which seems to suggest that Argentina is still definitely pro-Fascist. Miss Nepper considers our reversal of attitude toward Argentina to be caused by the failure of the former policy of exerting economic sanctions.

England and the United States, said Miss Nepper, have conflicting interests in the economic policies of the post-war years. England wants to keep it predominantly agricultural, while the United States wants an economic development that will modernize her manufactured products. The fear of Communism in such a predominantly Catholic country will also make Russia's position a difficult one.

Reviewing the events of the past week, Miss Nepper cited the new situation as one raising great discussion. Fifteen to sixteen Poles depressively represented the London Government in Exile, and from the Underground Government, have been incarcerated in Russia for acts of sabotage. Although the Poles are not in the majority, they are not without power. What Stalin wants in Poland, still Polish sentiment will be antagonistic toward this last move. Miss Robbins called attention to the recent speech of Mayor La Guardia, and praised him for his techniques he has perfected in New York politics. Miss Robbins also discussed the Belgian situation. And the recent report on the re-employment of troops which lists the order in which men will be brought back from the front. Then, at the end of the report, she hopes, will mean an end in the militaristic attitude of this country.

In Print

Dean Grant Describes Post-War Problems Facing Iran

by Nancy Morehouse '47

Dean Grant's recent article in Foreign Policy Reports on Iran: Test of Relations between Great and Small Nations is a study in miniature of the post-war problems facing the Middle East. In fact of the difficulties facing all nations of the area, are underdeveloped economically. Mrs. Grant sums up the work of the San Francisco Conference, that much has been done in Iran up to the present; particularly that of the Shah Pahlevi reign and the developments which have taken place during the war. Iran's oil deposits place her squarely in the middle of the industrial operations of the modern world economy, a position which in essence is the wave of the future. There are still wide differences in standards of living among the troops of the army and the still powerful rich. The modernization introduced by Mr. Shah Pahlevi promises more progress, and as the world moves toward the rapid industrialization of what until recently has been a feudal economy. There are still wide differences in standards of living among the troops of the army and the still powerful rich. The modernization introduced by Mr. Shah Pahlevi promises more progress, and as the world moves toward the rapid industrialization of what until recently has been a feudal economy.

The great powers of the world can no longer afford to ignore the demands of the nations of the Middle and Far East for aid in the development of a modern industrial economy, and the necessity of granting them some democratic privileges. The fact that many Iranians have been disappointed in the constitutional promises which were a part of the Shah's dictatorship since it did not lead to the full development of an industrial economy.
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The Sleeping Beauty, a dance performance by the Bryn Mawr Dance Club, was scheduled for production in front of the gymnasium, but the performance was moved to the evenings of May 10 and 11.

This play, one of a cycle of four, was written by Mr. Schumann especially for the Bryn Mawr Dance Club. A lecturer and musical director of the dancing classes here, he conceived the idea of a fairy-tale dance designed for production in the particular background of Wyndham Garden and the exterior of the towered gymnasium. Cinderella, the Goldfish, Blue Make-up, comprising the rest of the cycle, have all been written and produced at Bryn Mawr during the last four years.

The main roles in this production will be taken by the following members of the club: The Sleeping Beauty, Louise Kendall; 

... Princess (alternating in the two performances), Patricia Hendren '48, and Nancy Kunhardt '48; The Wicked Fairy, Esther Hunter '46; Eliza Broughton, Patricia Hendren; Katherine Calvin '46; Three Good Beetles, Marilyn Wellemeyer '46, Kathryn Weiss '47, Liselotte Met- "46; Chief Servant, Nina Reynolds '47.

Europe's Food Crisis

Reported by Childs

Sad and好象, Mr. Childs brought out that the conditions there are very grave in France. Because of the scarcity of food, the government has to do a lot of transportation, and these countries are facing not hunger, but starvation. Mr. Childs cited Holland as an example, where the ration of food for the people is only two tulip bulbs and one potato. The European people expect America to help them—for liberation means to them food. This help, Childs believes, should be voluntary, and should come from the desire of the American people to do the humanitarian thing.
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Fine Pastries

Afternoon Tea
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Luncheons Served

Bettwos-Y-Coro (Opposite Goodhart Hall)

Airy, small apartment, with private bedrooms under the summer, 850 furnishes.

Telephone Bryn Mawr 8900

Whether near or far away

Send her flowers on Mother's Day
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

GEORGE MORRISON

Manager

BLU COMET

LANCASTER AVE.
Philosophy Group To Hold Meeting

On May 12 the Bryn Mawr Philosophy department will host the semi-annual meeting of the Philadelphia branch of the American Philosophical Association. The meeting will be held in the philosophy department's main conference room.

The morning session, beginning at 10 a.m., will be devoted to presentations and interaction. The afternoon session will consist of a break for lunch, followed by a panel discussion on the topic of "The Importance of the Individual in Social Science." The event is open to all students and faculty of Bryn Mawr College.

The papers for the morning session will include:
1. "The Logic of Personal Identity" by T. M. Scanlon
2. "The Problem of Personal Identity" by G. E. Moore
3. "Personal Identity and Mental States" by H. J. Putnam

The afternoon session, beginning at 3 p.m., will feature:
1. "The Nature of Personal Identity" by J. S. Mill
2. "Personal Identity and the Mind-Body Problem" by W. V. O. Quine
3. "Personal Identity and Moral Responsibility" by G. E. Moore

The event is open to all students and faculty of Bryn Mawr College. Attendees are encouraged to participate in the discussions and contribute to the ongoing dialogue.

Monetary Problems Analyzed by Hubbard

Members of the Bryn Mawr community are invited to attend a seminar on monetary problems conducted by Dr. J. Richard Hubbard. The seminar will focus on the historical and theoretical aspects of monetary policies and their impact on the economy.

On May 13, the event will be held in the Grotto Room of the College Inn. Refreshments will be served.

For details, please contact the Philosophy Department at 888-999-9999.

Undergrads Donate $500 to Food Relief

Continued from Page 1

The vote is to be presented to the President of the College for approval. If approved, the funds will be used to support the food relief efforts of a local charity.

WHAT TO DO

After Graduation


Positions as supervisors including training of new employees, maintenance of employer-employee relations, etc. See Mrs. Creighton for details, 3rd floor, Taylor Hall.


For the Summer

U.S. Steel (United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration) summer position in the New Jersey area. Contact Dr. Blan-McBride, Dean Grant, Mil-S. Contact the bank to receive details.

The League has offered to have the money taken from its funds because it can be best afforded it and because its mission traditionally goes to charity.

The importance of Bretton Woods is not only that the new rule has not been reached by collaboration but also that the members agree to collaborate in the future. Of course we can say that the new rule will determine in the future the importance of Bretton Woods in the world.

The Wide House TAYLOR COLLEGE

Blue Dancette

The Violent Friends CLEVELAND

E. S. McCawley Books

HAVEN

There are three children and a dog. Student must pay for his own expenses but not for gas.

Mrs. Boile of Bryn Mawr is driving to Colorado the middle of June. She wants a student to go along to help her take care of the three children and a dog. Student must pay for her own expenses but not for gas.

See Miss Bowman in Room H, Taylor Hall.

FOR SALE

1 hr. Riding Bikes, 75¢ Practically New — $8.00
See Ell. Zwicklinski, Nom-Box

STOCKTON'S

College Rumor has it — Wonderful Food, Wonderful surroundings, Wonderful music.

HAMBURG HEARTH

BRYN MAWR

MEXICAN SPREADS

FOR A SPANISH SPRING

Flowers Are the Nicest Way
To Remember MOTHER'S DAY

The Flower Box

For An Unusual Snack
Svrnaha Says Crackers
Pure Olive Butter, The a Zat HAM Pie B.R.T.

Bryn Mawr

MEXICAN SPREADS

FOR A SPANISH SPRING

Tengo Lambre ?
Tengo Sed ?
Come to the Inn
And You'll Be Fed

COLLEGE INN

Have you discovered Dura-Gloss Nail Polish? How e-m-o-o-t-i-b-y and easily it flows on! How fast it dries? How beautifully it brings out your whole personality? There's a wonderful ingredient in it called "Chrystallite" that makes its special jewel among nail polishes. 34¢, plus tax.

Caitlin Reynolds, Farrell Reynolds, Dora Curtis

LOW LABORATORES, PATRON 13, N. 4, FOUNDED BY E. T. REYNOLDS

Germanartt Wlns

Match with B. M.

Bryn Mawr, May 1. With marked superior-technique the Ger­
martt Ladies sailed through the Bryn Mawr tennis team without losing one set. In the singles matches Mrs. H. T. Chew, Miss Y. Stafford, Mrs. C. D. Connell, and Miss Anne Reid defeated Ty Walker, Pat Aberdeen, Julie Turner, and Ag­
nesa Nolles respectively.

Two doubles teams, Mrs. Chew and Mrs. Connell, Miss Reid and Miss Ashley, defeated Mr. W. B. Brown triumphed over both Ow l com­binations, Walker and Aberdeen, Turner and Bierce.

B. M. War Alliance Plans Mass Meeting

Contrast from previous years:
Assistant — Undergraduate, Doro­they Grant, Mil-S. will speak on "Bretton Woods.

The purpose of the mass meet­ting is to urge those students who really feel strongly about any of these issues to write to their congressman. The Alliance will present a meeting at the end of the meeting to be signed by as many students as possible and sent to Congress.

May 13 — Mother's Day
A GIFT OR CARD IS QUITE AU FAIT
SEND IT OFF ON TIME WE SAY
YOU'LL FIND IT HERE THE EASY WAY
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